Technical Platform Overview
Codility is your go-to solution to
effectively and efficiently identify qualified
programmers in your pipeline, so you can
connect with the strongest candidates. Use
our robust skills assessment platform to
save time and engineering resources, and
empower your recruiters.
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Plagiarism protection and detection
We’ve been developing our anti-cheating methods for over 6 years and are constantly
monitoring for leakages of our task prompts and solutions. Our Similarity Checker
cross-checks every new solution against our entire database of submissions, and if
we see anything suspicious our tech team will take a closer look and reach out to you
when appropriate. With Codility, you can ensure your candidates’ work is their own.
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Technical Skills

Algorithm tasks

You can utilize the Codility Task Library or create
your own Custom Tasks to gain insights into each of
your candidates’ real-life technical skills.

Bug-fixing tasks

Codility helps you assess not only the correctness
of candidates’ code, but also performance and style,
so you can see whether the code they write is also
scalable and clear.

Technical Knowledge
Codility Multiple Choice Questions are designed to
give you deeper insights into your candidates’
understanding of technologies like; Git, Linux, Java,
Spring and disciplines like Data Science. You can
also create your own multiple choice questions.

Coding tasks
Data Science tasks
Regular Expression tasks
SQL tasks
Web Design tasks
Web Dev tasks

Subjective Elements

Variant tasks

If you want to ask more, create your own short text,
long-form or multiple choice questions, or ask
candidates to upload a file directly.

Labs tasks

Assessment Methods
We recommend a candidate-centric approach,
where the assessment method is changed based on
your recruitment scale, the seniority of the role, and
the level of engagement you have with candidates.
From take home CodeCheck tests, to collaborative
CodeLive sessions, we give you a full suite of tools.

5 minute tasks
Multiple Choice Questions
Open-ended Questions
Upload a File

“I can’t see a reason not to use Codility - it’s an invaluable tool
for screening and evaluating technical candidates.”
Richard Green, Manager, The Derivatives Technology Group, Citi
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